
Satisfy Professional's Needs

Charging Time

*1 Recommended battery

Standard Equipment : 

*1 Country specific

Trigger gun set, High pressure hose 5 m, Strainer 
assembly set, Absorption connector G3/4, Cleaner pin, 
Variospray nozzle set*1, Extension*1, Variospray lance 
set*1, Cyclone jet nozzle set*1, Variable nozzle set*1, 
Foam nozzle set*1, Wash brush set (Vertical form)*1, 
Hose assembly set*1, Hose clamp*1, Battery, Charger

Electronic 3-Speed

HW001G
Cordless High Pressure Washer

Max. Flow Rate
Regular Flow Rate
Max Permissible Pressure
Regular Pressure
Max Feed Temperature
Max Suction Height
Max Run Time  

Hose Length
Noise level
Dimensions 
(L x W x H)
Net weight

7.0 L/min
Mode 1/ 2/ 3: 3.0/ 4.2 / 5.5 L/min
11.5 MPa 
Mode 1/ 2/ 3: 3.0/ 5.5 / 8.5 MPa 
40 °C 
1 m 
w/ BL4050F x2: 
Mode 1/ 2/ 3: 60/ 30/ 18 min
5 m
84 dB(A)
334 x 383 x 520mm
(13-1/2 x 15-1/8 x 20-1/2")
10.3 - 13.4 kg (22.7 - 29.5 lbs.)

Anti-restart function

76 min 170 min
*1BL4080F 8.0Ah

22 min

50 min

45 min

28 min

DC40RA

30 min

85 min

67 min

38 min

DC40RC

BL4020 2.0Ah 

BL4025 2.5Ah

BL4040/F 4.0Ah

*1BL4050F 5.0Ah
191L47-8

191X65-8

191B26-6

191B36-3

191L29-0

HW001G
Cordless High Pressure Washer

Items of standard equipment and specifications may vary by country or area.
The lightest and heaviest combination, according are shown in the table.
The weight may differ depending on the attachment(s), including the battery cartridge. 

11.5                          MPa

Max. permissible pressure

Various options

Variospray lance set
Jet pressure can be adjusted by 
rotating the nozzle

Foam nozzle set
Detergent can be 
sprayed as foam.

Jet width can be adjusted from 0° 
to 25° by rotating the front end of 
the nozzle.

Variable nozzle set

Three brushes inside rotate slowly 
when ejecting the jet. Suitable for 
cleaning light dirt on an exterior 
wall, car body, bath tub, etc.

Rotating 
brush set

An extra long spray lance with 
angled nozzle. Best for cleaning 
hard-to-reach areas such as car 
under body and roof gutter.

Under body spray lance set

Trigger gun set

Cyclone guard set

A spiral jet is ejected. Suitable for 
removing stubborn dirt.

Reduces splash back when 
cleaning corners with the 
cyclone jet nozzle.

Variospray nozzle set
Variospray nozzle ext. set

Jet pressure can be adjusted by 
rotating the nozzle.

Twist prevention joint set

Strainer assembly set
A strainer assembly to 
supply water from a tank 
or reservoir. Use the hose 
assembly to connect to 
the product.

High pressure hose

Length: 
5m (PVC), 10m (PVC)
10m (Rubber)

Prevents the 
high-pressure hose 
from being twisted.

For cleaning and 
unclogging 
plumbing and 
downpipes.

Pipe cleaning hose
10m, 15m

Extension pipe set

Pipes to extend the length of the 
trigger gun. Three different 
lengths are available by changing 
the number of the pipes to be 
used.

5m, 8m, 10m
Total length 
up to 20m

Extension hose to 
connect the high 
pressure washer body 
with the trigger gun.

High pressure 
extension hose

Accessory joint set
A joint to 
connect with a 
nozzle from other model.

Self-suction hose set
Replace the water hose 
with this set to supply 
water from a tank or 
reservoir.

Absorption 
connector G3/4
With filter

Hose assembly set
Length: 3m 
A hose assembly to 
connect a faucet to the 
product, or the strainer 
assembly to the product.

One touch joint set
For commercial hose 
connection

A nozzle equipped with a 
brush. Useful for washing 
out dirt while scrubbing 
with brush.

Wash brush set

Cyclone jet nozzle set
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3 operation modes; operation mode can be selected to suit 
the contamination degree of the object to be cleaned.

High power 
brushless motor

3 operation modes

Mode
With Vario-

spray nozzle
Mode 3 Mode 2 Mode 1

8.5Mpa 5.5Mpa 3.0Mpa

5.5L/min 4.2L/min 3.0L/min

18min 30min 60min

Washing of 
building 

exterior, etc.

Washing of 
vehicles, 

farm equip-
ment, etc.

Light wash-
ing work

Regular 
pressure

Regular flow 
rate

Examples of 
recommended 

work

Continuous 
use*

* (approx) on fully charged batteries (with two BL4050F batteries)

IPX5
rated for weather and water 
resistance

Telescopic handle

 

for easy transportation and storage

Self-priming function
• Water can be supplied not only 

from faucet but also from water 
reservoirs, such as poly tanks, large 
buckets, using this function.

• Max suction height: 1m
• Minimal water level: 15mm
• No need to operate air drain valve

920mm

520mm

Accessory storage
Side section: Trigger gun
Rear section: High pressure hose,
 Foam nozzle, Lance

Good mobility and 
transportability

Two in parallel or one

11.5                          MPa
Max permissible pressure

Equipped with ø140mm wheels, allowing for good 
mobility even on bumpy road surfaces.

Large diameter wheels

NEW Foam nozzle set
• New foam nozzle with improved 

foaming performance
• Bottle capacity: 
  350mL  


